Laguna Honda Hospital Campus Replacement Lot
Request for Qualifications (RFQ) dated November 18, 2019
Revision to Section B, 2.e.

This revision changes the minimum Assisted Living Developer/Consultant experience on page 11 of the RFQ, Section B, 2.e.

B. MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

2. Minimum Development Team Experience

   e. Minimum Assisted Living Developer/Consultant Experience: The proposed Assisted Living Developer must have completed within the past ten years at least one Assisted Living facility. The definition of “completed” means having received Temporary Certificate of Occupancy by the date of the issuance of the RFQ. Assisted Living Consultant entities must provide documentation that demonstrates expertise in the programming, design and financing of Assisted Living facilities. Such documentation should include at minimum a curriculum vitae listing consulting services and client references.

Revised Schedule:

- Revised Section B, 2.e. posted to MOHCD’s website: Thursday, January 16, 2020
- Response due: Thursday, January 23, 2020
- Announce selected developer: week of March 9, 2020